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Greylock Arts to host opening
By Ryan Hutton
Posted: 09/24/2009 02:34:47 AM EDT

North Adams Transcript
ADAMS -- Greylock Arts is offering a warped view of both the modern world and long-gone eras with a new exhibit
opening this Friday titled, "Relics of Futures Past."
Greylock Arts co-owner Marianne Petit said the show opens at 5:30 p.m., and the four artists involved all have a
sensibility of a different time that comes through in their work.
"They have a similar kind of obsession about antiquity and relics, materials that date back to other eras, aesthetics from
other eras, memory and classicism," Petit said. "They’re all also very humorous. If you look at Laura Christensen’s
work, it’s beautifully rendered and it’s hilarious as well."
Christensen’s work includes small sculptures of wood, antique photographs and oil paintings. She takes old
photographs that she then paints additional objects or scenes onto in order to augment the meaning, drawing
inspiration from Italian Renaissance masterpieces.
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One example is Correggio’s "Assumption of the Virgin" appearing to hover above and behind an elderly woman
standing near her watering can in a garden. The idea is to juxtapose the two images to explore assumptions of belief,
sacredness, and representation.
"One of the pieces she has is of a sun bather on a boardwalk and then in the background is Mantegna’s image of the
corpse of Christ," Petit said. "It’s very interesting."
Petit said the works of Jody Culkin in the show
also take a twisted look at more modern fashions.
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"She has one piece in the show that is a dress that
has metal guiding to make it look medieval and at the
same time super-hero like," she said. "But it really
does come from multiple aesthetics that aren’t
necessarily rooted in today’s design."
Petit also has works in the exhibit which, she said,
harken back to Victorian designs and styles by using
things like Victorian toys and optical illusions and popup books. Motivated by her interest in storytelling, her
work explores contemporary roles through the
aesthetic and political lens of Victorian mechanical
toys and dioramas.
"They’re very much rooted in a tradition that is not
contemporary technology" she said. "At the same time
though, the basis is the same. They’re like simple
animation."

Artist Lisa Nilsson is displaying wall pieces that are
assemblages of openness and inclusiveness that blur
the distinctions. Her write-up in the Greylock Arts Web
site says "any given thing may be one or both
simultaneously, so that a relic’s formal qualities
become primary, and a specimen is given the gold leaf-and-velvet treatment of its lofty cousin, the relic."
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Petit said the other three artists are people she and her partner Matt Belanger were familiar with and liked the work of.
She said the best part of owning a gallery is the way they get to decide the theme of every show.
"The way we enjoy curating shows is coming up with a theme that interests us and then finding artists that would fit that
theme," she said. "Sometimes the themes are triggered by people’s work. That was the case with Jody’s work. We
thought it would be interesting to do a show similar to that style."
To reach Ryan Hutton, e-mail rhutton@thetranscript.com.
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